
VOWEL TUNING CHART
Ah - Father
Uh - Mother
OO/U - Foot (a sort double oo/u as in “Put” or “Book”)
Oh - Foe
oo - Food

ah - Cat
eh - Ed
a - Play
ih - It
EE - Feed

I - Pride

NOTE: The “I” is a diphthong, “ah” > “ee”. As you approach the 
1st bridge there must be a movement towards “uh” > “ee” to 
prevent the “I” from being too broad and loosing the vocal line.

Vowels Going From Broad to Narrow

Ah > Uh > OO (Foot) > Oh (Foe) > oo (food)

ah (cat) > eh (ed) > ih (it)

A (Plate) sung as if EE (Please)

NOTE: The “A” as in ”Plate” should be sung in an “EE” as in 
“Please” position. As if with an Irish brogue.

NOTE: When singing an “EE” as in “Please” and ascending the 
scale, you must add a little “ih” so you don’t squeeze the “ee” 
vowel.
When singing an “OH” as in “Foe”, put it in the “oo” as in “Food” 
position if it’s going too broad.



We Paint With Our Vowels

Most of the time when we sing a vowel we are not just singing the 
vowel we think we’re singing.

Consider the example of a painter.

When a painter is desiring a particular shade of green, what 
colors might he mix together?

Well, he may use blue, yellow, brown, some form of green etc..

The last time I bought paint for the house I was getting a 
particular shade of white and the guy actually put in some red and 
black!

In other words, there is a lot that we don’t see going into creating 
this shade of green. When blended masterfully, all we see is the 
green.

However, an artist can see all the colors that go into it - even 
though the primary color we see is green.

The same is true in our singing.

In singing our colors are our vowels.

And, just as with colors, there are many sounds that go into the 
one sound that our ear hears.


